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Introduction 
We recall some definitions concerning infinite distributivity of complete 
lattices. 
If L is a complete lattice then L is r-distributive if for each system of 
elements y, {x,,J, where IX ranges over an index set A, the following equa-
tion holds 
L is II-distributive if 
Y+ II x,.= II (y+x,.) 
o:EA o:EA 
L is completely distributive if for each system of elements {xy, .. }, IX e Ay, 
yeO, 
where F is the set of all single-valued functions rp defined on 0 and assigning 
to every yeO a value rp(y)EAy. 
We note that (151) is the dual of (D1), that (D2) implies (D1) and (151) 
and that (D2) and its dual are equivalent (see § 3) .The complete lattice 
L satisfies the axiom of B.A.ER [1] if for each system of elements y, z, 
{x,.}, ~XEA, satisfying y<z<. ! x,., there exists a finite set of elements x,., 
"'EA 
say for simplicity Xv x2, ... , x,, such that 
" " Y L xi< z L xi 
1=1 i-1 
L satifies the dual of the axiom of Baer if for each system of elements 
y, z, {x,.}, IXEA, satysfying y > z > II x,. there exists a finite set of elements 
<>EA 
x.,., say x1, x2, ••• , x,, such that 
" " y + II x, > z + II x. 
i-1 i-1 
The author has proved [3] that if a modular complete lattice satisfies 
the axiom (B1) ofBaer then it is completely modular, (See for the definition 
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of completely modular lattices [3]), but J. DE GROOT and the author [4] 
have shown that there are completely modular complete lattices which 
do not satisfy the axiom of Baer. Thus the question arises whether, in 
case L is distributive and complete, the axiom of Baer characterises 
.E-distributivity (and whether (B1) characterises ll-distributivity). The 
answer is affirmative. In fact we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem I. 
If L is a distributive complete lattice then 
(i) L is .E-distributive if and only if it satisfies the axiom (B1) of Baer 
(ii) L is ll-distributive if and only if it satisfies the dual (B1) of (B1). 
We shall show that if L is a distributive complete lattice that the following 
condition can be considered as a generalisation of the axiom (B1) of Baer. 
If u, {x,., .. }, £XEA,., yEO, is a system of elements satisfying 
u <II ( .! x,. ... ), 
y~O <>:EAy 
then there exists a single-valued function qJ assigning to each yEO a value 
qJ(y)EAy, such that 
We shall prove that the condition (B2) characterises completely dis-
tributivity. 
Theorem II. 
If L is a distributive complete lattice then it is completely distributive 
if and only if it satisfies the condition (B2). 
Finally we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem III. 
The conditions (B2) and its dual (B2) (see § 3) are equivalent in any 
distributive complete lattice. 
§ 1. 
We begin this section with the proofs of two lemmas. 
Lemma I. 
If L is a complete lattice then ( B1) is equivalent with the following 
condition: 
is a system of elements satisfying 
then there exists for every i= 1, 2, ... , n, a non-empty set of elements 
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~, ... u>, say for simplicity x~.1 , xt,:2, ••. , xM<I>• such tha.t 
(x1,1+x1,2+ ... +xi,i<I>) (x2,1+x2,2+ ··· +x2,i<2>>··· ~ (Bj) 
..• (x,., 1 + x,.,2 + ... + x,.,;<n>) :$; u ~ 
Lemma II. 
If Lis a distributive complete lattice then the condition (Bi) is equival-
ent with the following condition: if u, {x1,,.(1)}, {x2,,.<2>}, ••. , satisfy the 
conditions of Lemma I, there then exists for every i = l, 2, ... , n, an element 
x._ .. <>> , say x,, 1, such that 
Proof of Lemma I. 
(B1) ~ (Bi) 
We have 
u < :l x1,,.(1) :l x2• ,.(2) • • • :l x •. ,.<•> :E;;; :l x1, .. <1) 
,.(1) e.A, .,(2) £.do ,.<•> £.4a ,.(1) E.d, 
(Bi*) 
hence there exist& a finite set of elements x1,,.(1), say x1,1, x1, 2,. .. , x1,;<t>• 
such that 
'U (xi, I +x1,2+ ··· +x1,;(1)) < 
< ( xt.'l +xi, 2 + ... + xl, m> L x2, ,.<2> L xa. ,.<s> • . . L x,., ,.<•> 
,.<2> EAa ,.(s)4i.41 a:<•> c.4a 
Again there exists a set of elements x2,1 x2,2, ... , x2,i<2>, such that 
u(x1,1+xt,2+ ··· +x1,;(1)) (x2,1+x2,2+ ... x2.i<2>) < 
< (xt,t+x1,2+ ··· +xt,;(l)) (x2,1+xz,2+ ··· +x2,i<2> L Xs, .. <3> L x4,,.<4>··· 
,.(s) E.4, . ,.(4) e.4, 
Continuing in this way we obtain a set of elements 
{xi,;(i)}, i=l, 2, ... , n, 
satisfying 
u (xu +xt,2+ ... +xt,;(l)) (x2,t +x2,2+ ... +x2,i<2>) ... (x,.,t +x,.,2+ ... +x,.,i<n>) < 
(x1;1+xt,2+ ··· +xt,;(l)) (x2,1+x2,2+ ··· +x2,i<2>) ··· (x,.,t+x,.,2+ ··· +x •• i<•>) 
Hence 
(xl, 1 + X1, 2 + · · · + xl, ;(1)) (x2, 1 + Xz, 2 + · · · + X2, i<2>) · · · (x,.,t + x,., 2 + · · · + x,., i<•>) :$; u 
(Bi) ~ (Bl) 
If y<z< L x,. then we have y< L z., L x .. where for every ~XEA, 
O<e.4 . O<e.d O<a.4 
z .. = z, hence there exists a finite set of elements x;, say x1, x2, ••. , x,., such 
that z(~ + x2 ... x,.) :(y hence y(x1 + x2 + ... + x,.) < z(~+ x2 + ... +x,.). 
Proof of Lemma II. 
(Bl*)-+ (Bj*) 
Suppose that we would have 
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x1,,.<I>X2,,.<'> •.. x,.,,.<">~U for every o.:<i>e.A.,, i=l,2, .•• ,n, 
but then we would have 
z x1, .. <1> x2.,.<'> ... x,., .. <"> ~ u 
,.(l)EAl 
4-1,2, ... ,fl 
but this would imply 
(xl,l +xu+ ... x,,1(1)) (x2,1 +xz,2+ ... Xz.Hz>) ... (x,.,l +x,.,ll+ ... x,.,1<n>) ~ u 
since Lis distributive, contradicting the hypothesis. 
(Bi*)-+Bi 
This part of the proof is immediate. 
Finally we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma-III. 
If L is a .E-distributive complete lattice then for each system of elements 
we have 
z x1,,.<1> z x2,,.<s) ... z x,.,,.< .. >= z x1,,.<I> x2,,.<t> ... x,.,,.<•> 
"'(1) c.A1 "(') EA1 a:<") EAn a:(l) SAl 
i-1,2 ....... 
The easy proof is left to the reader (see [2]). 
Proof of Theorem I. 
(i) (B1) ~ (D1) 
According to Lemma II it suffices to prove that (Bj*)-+ (D1). 
We have 
Suppose 
z y x,. < y z x,. thus z y x,. < z y., z x., 
a:I.A "'c.A "'&A a:E.A "'EA 
where for every o.:e.A., y,.=y, hence there exists a x,., say Xt, such that 
y x1 ~ z y x,. contradicting y x,. ~ z y x., for every o.: E .A.. 
a:cA "'EA 
(Dl-+ (Bl) 
Again we only need prove that (D1)-+ (Bi*). 
Suppose that 
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then according to Lemma III we have 
U < 2 X1, 0pl X 2, .. <~J ••• X 11, "'"l 
"(ilEA; 
ia:al,2, ... ,ft. 
Now if xL .. <lJ x 2, .. <2J ... X11, .. <nJ<U for every £¥(iJEAi, i= I, 2, ... n, then we 
would have 
2 x1, .. (1) x 2, .. <2J ... X 11, "'"l ~ u contradicting u < 2 x1, .. <ll x 2, .. <2J ... x,., "''"l· 
"'(I) E A; "(I) EA; 
i-1,2, ... ,n i-1,2, ... ,n 
(ii) 
This part of the proof follows by dualisation from (i). 
§ 2. 
It follows from Lemma II that, in case of a distributive complete lattice, 
the condition (B2) may be considered as a generalisation of (B1). 
Proof of Theorem II. 
We have 
Suppose we would have 
2 (IT xY.'I'<YJ) <IT ( 2 xy, .. ) 
q>EF YEO YEO "EAY 
hen there would exist a function fP0 EF, such that 
IT xY.'I'o(Y) ::t 2 (IT Xy,q>(y)) 
contradicting 
for every fPEF 
(Dz)-+ (Bz) 
YEO q>EF yeO 
IT Xy,q>(y) < 2 (IT Xy,q>(y)) 
YEO q>EF YEO 
If u <IT ( 2 xy, .. ) then u < 2 (IT xy,q>(yJ)· 
YEO "EAY q>EF YEO 
Now it for every 1' E F, IT xy,q>(yJ ~ u 
yeO 
then also 2 ( IT xy, 'I'<YJ) < u 
q>EF YEO 
contradicting u < 2 (IT xy,q>(yJ)· 
q>EF yeO 
§ 3. 
The dual (152) of (D2) is given by the following condition 
2 (IT Xy, .. ) = IT ( 2 xy,q>(yJ) (Dz) 
yEO "EAY q>EF yEO 
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The dual (B2) of (B2) is given by the following condition: 
If u, {x,,~}, ~XEA,, yEO, is a system of elements satisfying 
u>,L(IIx,,~ 
YEO ~EAy 
then there exists a single-valued function cp assigning to each yEO a value 
cp(y) E A,, such that 
Proof of Theorem III. 
,Lx,,'P<Y> ~ u 
YEO 
It follows from Theorem II and by dualisation that it suffices to prove the 
following lemma. 
Lemma IV. 
The conditions (D2) and (152) are equivalent in any complete lattice L. 
A proof of this lemma is given by RANEY [5], who has shown that each 
of the conditions (D2) and (152) are equivalent with the condition that L is 
a complete homomorphic image of a complete ring of sets. For the sake of 
completeness we shall give a direct proof of this lemma. 
Proof of Lemma IV. 
(Dz) -+ (152) 
We must prove that 
Since (D2) holds we may write 
II ( L xy,q><y>) = L (II x'I'<'P>.'P<'P<'P»), q>EF YEO '{JEG q>EF 
where G is the set of all single-valued functions tp, assigning to every 
q;EF a value tp(cp)EO. Now we assert that for every tpEG the set of elements 
{x'I'<'P>.'P<'I'<'P»}, where cp ranges over F, contains all the elements of at 
least one class {x,,,.}, ~XEA, for some yEO. 
Indeed, suppose this would not be the case for tp0EG. Then there would 
exist a cp0EF, such that for no yEO, x,,q>,Cy> belongs to the set {x'l'o<'P>.'P<'I'o<'Pll}, 
q;EF. But this cannot be true since x,,,q>, <Yo> belongs to this set, where y0 = tp0( cp0) 
Furthermore if y is some element of 0 and tp,EG is the function defined 
by tp,(cp)=y for every cpEF, then 
II x -IIx 'l'y(tp),<p(VJy(9'))- ,,,. q>EF <¥EA 
Hence we have 
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On the other hand it also follows from the previous discussion that for 
every 1p E G, IT x.,<,>.'l'<¥<'1'>>) < IT xy ... for some yEO. 
q>EF "'EAy 
Hence it follows 
completing the proof. The other part of the proof follows by dualisation. 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A. 
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